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Introduction. Let 1 <p < co and let F be a real separable Hubert space. Denote

by v —> Ty the regular representation of the additive group of H acting on L"

(H, normal distribution). Let F be a one-one Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H and

Pi> e2, e3,... be an orthonormal basis for H. Let nt denote the normal distribution

with variance parameter t/2, let the function «,(z) = (7r0~1/2 exp [ — z2/t], and let

the function Nt(z) = zn,(z). Set

(1) PÁf) = j" Ht(f)Nt(z) dt\l.

where

(2) Ht(f) = \ Tyfdnt°B-\y)
Jh

for/in V(H). Pz(f) is the Poisson integral off. The conjugate Poisson integrals off

are the

(3) Q(J\f) = Jim J"* [JTByf(y, e,) dnt(y)\n,(z) dt/t.

[At this point we can not specify the domain of integration for the inner integral.]

Q{i\f) is a type of singular integral operator and is bounded on V(H). We shall

show that Q{P is the composition of the Poisson integral with a singular integral

operator of the type discussed in [I].

Let A,. denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup TlBep t>0. The A, will

play the role of derivatives. Pz(f) is infinitely differentiable for each z>0 and we

have an integral formula for its derivatives. For p = 2, (32/3z2)P;,(/) + 2f= i A2Pz(f)

= 0 and, conversely, if U(z) is a twice differentiable function from (0, co) to L2(H)

such that (32/dz2)i/(z) + 2f=i AfU(z) = 0 and \\U(z)\\2 is bounded in z>0, there is a

unique/in L2(H) such that U(z) = PJf).

For/in L2(H), set U(z) = PJf), v,(z) = - Q(J\f), V(z) = (vx(z), v2(z), r3(z),...),

and F(z) = (U(z), V(z)). Then |F(z)| is in L2(H) for zäO and the Cauchy-Riemann

equations relate the components of F. If |F(z)| >0 almost everywhere for z>0, the

sum (d2/ôz2)|F(z)| + 2f=i ^?|F(z)| converges in measure and the sum is positive
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almost everywhere. If G(z) = ((8/dz)U(z), Axvx(z), A2v2(z), A3v3(z),...) and if

\G(z)\>0 almost everywhere for z>0, the sum (82¡8z2)\G(z)\ +2"=i A2\G(z)\

converges in measure and is positive almost everywhere.

When H is a finite dimensional Euclidean space and B is the identity operator

on H the Poisson integral and the conjugate Poisson integrals, given above, reduce

to the classical finite dimensional forms of these operators. The results to be dis-

cussed in this paper correspond to known theorems on finite dimensional spaces;

see Weiss and Stein [10] in this regard.

1. Preliminaries. To minimize the discussion of measure theory on Hubert

space we refer the reader to the papers [3] and [5] of L. Gross and [8] and [9] of

I. E. Segal.

Definition (Segal). A weak distribution on a real Hilbert space, H, is an

equivalence class of linear maps, F, from the conjugate space H* of H to real

valued measurable functions on a probability space (depending on F). Two such

maps, F and F', are equivalent if for any finite set of vectors yx,...,yk in //*,

F(yx),..., F(yk) and F'(yx),..., F'(yk) have the same joint distribution in &-space.

A weak distribution is continuous if a representative is a continuous linear map (the

range space has the topology of convergence in measure).

In what follows we shall be most interested in the normal distribution with

variance parameter c>0. This distribution is uniquely determined by the following

properties: (1) for any v in H*, n(y) is normally distributed with mean zero and

variance c\\y\\2; (2) « maps orthogonal vectors to independent random variables.

The normal distribution is continuous. There is an essentially unique (up to ex-

pectation preserving isomorphism) probability space (S, 2, p) and a continuous

linear map, F, from //* to the real valued measurable functions on (S, 2, p) such

that F is a representative of the normal distribution. 2 has no proper sub-tr-field

with respect to which all of the F(y), y in //*, are measurable. The measurable

functions on H are the measurable functions on (S, 2, p). L"(H, nc)=V(S, 2, p).

When the variance parameter is 1, we denote « = «2 and LF(H)=Lv(H,n). The

expectation, E(f), of a measurable function/is E(f) = $sfdp.

A function/(x) on the points of His a tame function if there is a Baire function g

on a finite dimensional Euclidean space, Ek, and orthonormal vectors, hx,..., hk in

H* such that/(x) = g((x, hx),..., (x, hk)). The span of the hu i= 1,..., k in H is

called the base space off. If F is a representative of the normal distribution and

fi(x)=g((x, hx), ...,(x, hk)) is a tame function f(s)=g(F(hx)(s),..., F(hk)(s)) is a

measurable function on //. The expectation of/is

Eij) = (2"c)-kl2jE 2(0 exp [-M-'] dt,

where k is the dimension of the base space off. This equality holds in the sense that

if either side exists and is finite then so does the other and the two are equal.

Several very useful representatives of the normal distribution are known. Of
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these the one in which we shall be most interested is the mapping studied by Gross

(in [5]) from H* to Borel measurable functions on an abstract Wiener space. We

adopt the notation and terminology of [5]. Let B be a one-one Hilbert-Schmidt

operator on a real separable Hubert space H. Then ||Ärj] = l-vjj is a measurable

norm on H. Let HB denote the completion of H in this norm. Let 5 denote the

(j-field generated by the closed subsets of HB. The normal distribution nc induces a

Borel probability measure Nc on HB such that the extension of the identity map on

H* (<=//*), regarded as a densely defined map on H* to measurable functions on

(HB, S, Nc), to H* is a representative of the normal distribution on H. Continuous

functions,/ on HB are measurable functions on H and if g denotes the restriction

of/to H and if & denotes the directed set (ordered by inclusion of the ranges) of

finite dimensional projections on H, the net {g(Qx) \ Q e.W) of measurable tame

functions converges in measure to/as Q tends strongly to the identity through &■.

Let Nc be as above. We may regard B as an isometry from HB to H. Hence

Nc o F"1 is a Borel measure on H. This measure is usually denoted by «c ° F"1. See

[4] for a discussion of these measures. If/is a bounded continuous function from H

to a Banach space F, ¡„fix) dnc o B-\x) = ¡HJ(By) dNc(y) = E(fo B)~.

Iff g, and fg are absolutely integrable tame functions on H, (fg)~ =fg, (af+g)~

= af+g forconstants a, and iffSg on H,fS g almost everywhere. We shall use these

properties often. Gross [3] has studied other functions on the points of H which

give rise to measurable functions on H. If C is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H,

\\Cx\\ determines a measurable function ||C(-)||~ on H by

||C(-)||~ = lim{||Cßx||~ \Qe¿F)

where íF is as above and Q tends strongly to the identity through 3F. If/is a bounded

continuous function on H, f(Cx) determines a measurable function on H. Such

elementary functions as ||x||, exp [— ||x||2], and exp [/|x||] fail to determine meas-

urable functions on H. We refer to [3] for further discussion of these points.

2. Harmonic functions. We shall be interested in functions U: (0, co) -+ V(H),

1 <p<co, which are twice strongly differentiable. Let ex, e2, e3,..., be an ortho-

normal basis for the real separable Hubert space H. Let B he a one-one Hilbert-

Schmidt operator on H and let y -> Ty denote the regular representation of the

additive group of H acting on L"(H). {Ty} is a strongly continuous group of

isometries on LP(H); iff is a bounded tame function (Tyf)(x)=f(x—y)Dp(x, y)

where Dp(x, y) = exp [(x, y)\p— \y\2/2p\. See [1]. Let A, denote the infinitesimal

generator of the semigroup TtBep t > 0. For any « in H, let Ah be the infinitesimal

generator of the semigroup TtBh, t>0. Each Ah is a closed densely defined linear

operator on LP(H). We say that/in Lr(H) is differentiable if/is in the domain of

Ah for each h in F./is twice differentiable if ^/exists for he H and if/and Ahfare

in the domain of Ak for all « and k in //./is «-times differentiable if when hit..,, h¡

are vectors in H and a = (ax,..., «,) is a multi-index of order [ce] = 2í=i oí¡Sn— 1
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then Aaf=Al{- ■ ■ Al\f exists and is in the domain of Ah for any « in //./is infinitely

differentiable if it is «-times differentiable for every «.

Let U(z) be a twice strongly differentiable function from (0, co) to L"(H) such that

U(z) is twice differentiable as a function in LP(H) for each z>0. Such a function

will be said to be harmonic if forz>0 Uzz(z) + JJ=x A2U(z) = 0 where the sum con-

verges in W(H). In this section we shall characterize the harmonic functions

U: (0, oo) -+ L2(H) for which || U(z)\\2 is a bounded function of z for z>0.

Let «, denote the normal distribution with variance parameter t/2, and let

nto B~l denote the Gaussian measure with representative F° B* when Fis the

representative of «„ see [4]. For/ in L"(H) set Ht(f) = ¡H Tyfdnt ° 5_1(v). Then

||//((/)|¡PS 11/11 p for t^O. By taking Fourier transforms one sees that (nto B'1) *

(ns o 5-1) = («(+s o B-1), so that H,(Hs(f)) = Ht+s(f). Since

Ht(f)=  \ Ttv*JdnxoB-\y),
Jh

it follows from the strong continuity of the Ty and from the dominated convergence

theorem that limf_0+ Ht(f) = f. Thus Ht is a strongly continuous contraction semi-

group on LV(H).

Set

nt(z) = (tt/)-1'2 exp [-z2//],       Nt(z) = znt(z),

and

Pz(fi) = [ Ht(fi)Nt(z)dt/t.

Since j0œ Nt(z) dt/t=l, \\Pz(fi)\\PS ||/||P for z>0.

Proposition 1. Pz is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on V(H).

There is a Borel probability measure pz on H such that Pz(fi) = jH Tyfdpz(y).

Proof. The integral F2(/) = J" Ht(f)Nt(z) dt\t converges absolutely in L"(H) and

|I^(/)IIp=II/L as above.

\Hf)-fh = j" WHin-fiN^dt/t

since j" Nt(z)dtlt=l. For £>0 there is a 8>0 such that \\Ht(f)-f\\p<e when

0</<8. Thus

l|F,(/)-/||P S e + [ \\Ht(f)-fi\\pNt(z)dt/t.

Nt(z)/t->0 as z|0 and for t^S, Nt(z)/tSKt~312. By the dominated convergence

theorem, lim sup3Í0 ||F2(/)-/||p^£ for every e>0, and limzl0Pz(f)=fi

The set of Borel measurable functions/on H such that/(/1,2x) is Borel measur-

able on (0, oo) x H is closed under pointwise limits and includes the continuous
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functions and hence consists of all Borel functions. Let Xe(j) denote the character-

istic function of a Borel set F in H and set ¡xt(E) = \HxE(y) dn, o B~x(y). Then

pt(E) = §H XE(,ll2y) dnx ° B~l(y) is a bounded measurable function of t. Set pz(E)

= J™ pt(E)Nt(z) dtjt. By the bounded convergence theorem, pz(E) is a countably

additive Borel measure on H. For simple functions, F, from F to V(H),

f  Fiy)+¿y)~  P  f   F(y)dntoB-\y)N¿z)dtlt.
Jh Jo   Jh

Since for each bounded continuous function F from // to L"(H), there is a bounded

sequence of simple functions converging pointwise to F(y), the above equality of

integrals holds for all bounded continuous functions by the bounded convergence

theorem. In particular, Pz(f) = ¡„ Tyfdpz(y).

To show that P,o PW=PZ+W we show that pz* pw=pz+m since Pz(Pu(f)) =

¡h Tyfd(pz * pw)(y). To prove this identity we shall calculate the Fourier transform,

p¡¡, of measure pz. We shall see that pz(y) = exp [ — z||F*y||] and hence (pz * pw)^(y)

= exp[ — (z + w)\B*y\\. Thus pz *pw=pz+w by uniqueness of the Fourier trans-

forms of Borel measures [4].

It follows from the above considerations on the measure pz that

PÂu)=  P f exp\i(u,y)]dntoB-\y)Nt(z)dt/t
Jo   Jh

exp[-t/4\\B*u\\2]Nt(z) dt/t.
i

Set a = 2-1||F*w|| and F(a, z) = $0° exp [-ta2}Nt(z) dt/t for z>0 and set F(a, 0)= 1.

F(a, z) is continuous on z^O for each a^O. If s = t~1z2,

F(a, z) = TT-1'2 P exp i-^-i] ds/s112

and by a theorem on uniform convergence

F2(a,z) = (-2za2)TT'1'2 P exp P^-jl ds/s312

for z>0 and a>0. Set t = s~1(za)2, to get F2(a,z)= —2aF(a,z) and F(a,z) =

F(a, 0) exp [ — 2az]. Thus ^(«) = exp [ — z||F*w||]. This concludes the proof.

Remark. The operator Pz is the Poisson integral off. It follows from the fact that

£,(«) = exp [—z||F*w]|] that if H is «-dimensional Euclidean space and F is the

identity operator, then

dply) = ^£Sßz(\\y\\2+z2r<n+1)l2dy,

which is the Poisson kernel in F„.

For/in LP(H), Tyf is a bounded uniformly continuous function from H to L"(H).

If F is a one-one Hilbert-Schmidt operator on //, TByj is uniformly continuous in
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the norm ||Fx|| and TByf extends uniquely to a continuous function from HB, the

completion of// in the norm \Bx\. In the next proposition we shall use the Wiener

space representative for the normal distribution «,, the normal distribution with

variance parameter z/2.

The Wiener space representative, F, of the normal distribution nt may depend on

/ since for y in //*, F(y)(s) is defined only almost everywhere. It is known [6],

however, that F may be chosen so that if «„ e //* and «„ -> « in H* then F(hn)

converges to F(h) in L2(H, nt) for all />0. We shall assume in what follows that

we are working with this representative for the normal distribution «¡.

Denote by y -> Sy the regular representation of the additive group of H acting on

Ll(H, «t). For « in H, let Ch denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup

Suh,u>0.

Proposition 2. Let hx,...,hn be in H, let A\ = A\\-■ ■ Aah«n, and let Cl = Cl\

■■•C£\ Then

AlHt(f) = f   TByfCl(\)(y) dnt(y)
JHBJHb

and

AlPz(fi) = j" A%Ht(f)Nt(z) dt/t.

Pz(f) is an infinitely differentiable function of z for z>0 and

Proof. For t > 0 and « in H,

AhHt(f) = lim s-\TsBhHt(f)-Ht(f))
aio

= lim//£(s-1(FsBA/-/))
SiO

= lims"1 f (TB^sh)f-TByf)dnt(y).
sio        Jh

Let geL"'(H), p'=pl(p-l) and < , > denote the dual pairing between L" and

LP'. Set ¿(y) = <TByfi g}. By Theorem 3 of [9],

Í   ¿(y+sh)dnt(y)= [   ¿(y)Du2(y, sh) dnt(y)
Jhb JHb

Ate»--»paMgr]-

)HB JHB

where
II2'

Thus

AhHt(f) = lim s-1 f    TByf[Dtl2(y, s/z)-1] ^W-s^IA^-^)-1].
SiO Jhb

s-HA^.iA)-!] = r'IWDW-l]
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converges to Ch(l) in L¡(H, «z) as s j 0 and

k-HS*(iX»;-D| = const. exp[2/r|(«,y)|](|(/z,y)| + l)

for sS 1, so that by the dominated convergence theorem,

AhHt(f) = f   TByfCh(l)(y) only).
Jhb

Proceed by induction. Let ct = (ax,..., ah ..., an) and ß = (ax,..., at+ 1,..., <xn).

AlHt(f) = lim s'1 f    (TBiy+shùf-TByf)Ch(l)(y)dnt(y).
s i 0 Jhb

Let g e L"'(H) and set ¿(y) = (TByfi g).

/s-! £ (TB(y+slll)f-TByf)Cl(l)(y) dnt(y), g\

= s-! f   (¿(y + shi)-¿(y))Cl(l)(y)dnl(y).
Jhb

If ¿ were a bounded tame function, this last integral would be

f   ^(^"MS.h.QdK v)- C¡¡(1)( v)] í/«(( v).
Jhb

Since the bounded tame functions are weakly dense in L°°(H, «,), this equality

holds for all bounded «rmeasurable functions ¿. Thus

A{Ht(f) = lims-í f    F^/^.adK^-CKlXv)]^«^).
SJO Jhb

Each Cah(l)(y) is a polynomial and s'1[Sshld(l)(y)-C^(l)(y)], the difference

quotient, is dominated in absolute value by an «(-integrable tame function which

is independent of s for sufficiently small s. Thus the dominated convergence

theorem assures that A{Ht(fi) exists in LP(H) and that the desired equation holds.

Similarly one shows that the difference quotients s~1(TsBhlAlHi(f) — A%Ht(f))

are dominated in /z-norm by a polynomial in t~112. Hence the differentiability

of Pz(f) follows from the dominated convergence theorem; A\Pz(fi) has the desired

form.

Each of the difference quotients « " * [N\k)(z + h) — N\k)(z)] is dominated in absolute

value by a function of the form p(z, t~112) exp [—z2\t] where p(z, t~112) is a poly-

nomial in each variable which is independent of « for sufficiently small «. Differ-

entiability of Pz(f) in z now follows from the dominated convergence theorem.

We now turn to the characterization of the bounded harmonic functions

U: (0, go) ->■ L2(H). Let p(x) be a polynomial on H. Set

W(p)(y)= f p(2i'2x + iy)dn(x).
Jh
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W(p) is the Wiener transform of p(x) and W extends to a unitary operator on L2(H)

(see [8]). If/6 L2(H), W(TJ) = exp [iF(y)/2]W(f) where F is the representative of

the normal distribution with variance parameter 1. Hence if feL2(H) is in the

domain of A„ W(A,f) = [iF(Be^/2]W(f). Thus if U: (0, oo) -> L2(H) is harmonic;

i.e. UJz) + 2?ml A2U(z) = 0 for z>0, then

(HF*f-)lh)2
W(U(z))zz-UD Y   >   W(U(z)) = 0

where ||F*(-)||~ is the measurable function determined by ||F*w||. In particular

iffe L2(H) the Poisson integral, Pz(f), off is harmonic. For as was shown in the

proof of Proposition I, the Fourier transform, pz, of the measure pz is pz(u)

= exp[-z\\B*u\\]. Since W(Pz(f))= W(f) J„ exp [;F(>-)/2] dpz(y), we have that

WPJLf)) =W(f) exp [-z/2||F*(.)||~]. Hence

ÍII B*( •) II ~)2
w(pz(f))zz = y  y" ' w(pz(f))

and Pz(f) is harmonic.

Theorem 1. If fis in L2(H) and if Pz(f) is its Poisson integral, Pz(f) is harmonic

and is bounded as a function of z, z > 0, to L2(H). Conversely, if U: (0, oo) -* L2(H)

is a harmonic function such that \\ Í7(z)||2 is a bounded function of z, there is a unique

function fin L2(H) such that U(z) = Pz(f).

Proof. The facts that Pz(f) is bounded in z and is harmonic were established

above.

Let ||{/(z)||2áC<oo for z>0 and let U he harmonic. Let zx,z2,z3,... be a

sequence of positive real numbers which converges to zero. By virtue of the

boundedness of the sequence {U(z¡)} in L2(H) and by virtue of the weak compactness

of a closed ball in L2(H) there is a subsequence, again denoted by {t/(z¡)}, and a

function/in L2(H) such that {U(z¡)} converges weakly to/

Set <j>(z)=U(z + zi)-Pz(U(zù). Then <tH0) = 0 and

rV(<b(z))zz = rV(U(z + zi))zz-rV(Pz(U(zl))),

_ (|F*(-))h)2
4

(\B*(-)\~)2

[W(U(z + zd)-W(Pz(U(zM

W(#z)).

Set a = 2-1||F*(-)|¡~ and xb(z)= W(<f>(z)). We have xb"(z) = a2xb(z) or xb(z) = A exp (az)

+ Bexp ( — az). Since xb(0) = 0, B= -A and xb(z) = 2A Sinh (az); A is a measurable

function. Since a>0 and z>0, \2A Sinh (az)|^2az|/l|. Since \\U(z)\\2SC, ¡xb(z)\\2

= ||<A(z)||2^2C; but z|l/l||F*(-)¡|~ |¡2S \\xb(z)\\2 and the left side of this inequality is

unbounded in z unless y<=0 almost everywhere. Hence tîS(z) = 0 for z^O and

t/(z + zi)=F2((7(zi)).
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IfgisinL2(7F),

(g, Pz(U(zt))} = E(gPz(U(Zi))) =  f <g,TyU(zt)>dpz(y)=  f <J*g, U(Zi)) dpz(y).
Jh Jh

Since {U(Zi)} converges weakly to/as z¡ tends to zero, <[g, F2(F'(z¡))> converges to

<[g, F2(/)> as z¡ tends to zero by the bounded convergence theorem. Since U(z+z¡)

= Pz(U(Zi)),(g, U(z)} = (g,Pz(fi)> for all g in L2(H). Hence U(z) = Pz(f). The

uniqueness of/follows by taking Wiener transforms and noting that the Fourier

transform of pz does not vanish.

Remark 1. Let l</z<oo and fieW(H) satisfy \\Tyf-fi\\pSK\\y\\ where A" is a

finite positive constant and y -> Ty is the regular representation of H on V(H). We

shall show that Pz(f) is harmonic in a weak sense. Let g e L"'(H), p'=p/(p— 1).

Then ¿(y) = (g, TByf) is a Lip 1 function on HB. In the notation of [6] pt¿(x)

= <g, TBxHt(f)} = v(t,x). By Theorem 3 of [6], v(t) = v(t, 0) is a boundedly and

continuously differentiable function of / and

dv/dt = \ trace D2v(t, x)\x=0

where D2 is the second Fréchet derivative of v with respect to the second variable.

(The change in the above constant is due to the fact that we have replaced Gross'

parameter / by t/2.) J" (dv/dt)Nt(z) dt/t exists and integration by parts shows that

this integral is -$<[g, Pz(f)zz). By formula 9, p. 44 of [6],

((D2pt¿)(x)hx, h2) = 211 f    ¿(x+y){2/tF(hx)(y)F(h2)(y)-(hx, h2)} dnt(y).
Jhb

Thus

trace D2v(t, x)\x = 0 = f 2/t f   ¿(y){2/tF(et)(y)2- 1} dnt(y) = ¿ ig, A2Ht(fi)}

by Proposition 2. By inequality 38, p. 173 of [6], the trace class norm of D2v(t, 0) is

dominated by Kt'112 where A- is a positive constant. Hence 2?-i Kg, AfHt(f))\ is

dominated by Kt~112 for all «. By the dominated convergence theorem we get that

Pz(f)zs + 1.j0=i A2Pz(f) converges weakly to zero.

Remark 2. An argument similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 1 shows

that the bounded differentiable functions V: (0, oo) ->- L2(H) which satisfy V'(z)

= Zf=i A\2V(z) for z>0 must be of the form V(t) = Ht(f) for some unique/in

L2(H). Ht is as in equation (2).

3. Conjugate harmonic functions. Let B be the one-one Hilbert-Schmidt

operator of §2 and let ex, e2, e3,... be the orthonormal basis for the Hubert space

H. Let nt(z) = (irt)'112 exp [—z2/t] and let the representative of the normal dis-

tribution be the map F from H* to Borel measurable functions on HB; choose F so

that it is independent of the variance parameter. For/in V(H), l<p<co, set

Q<J\fi) = lim f [ f   TByfF(e])(y) dnt(y)]nt(z) dt/t.
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Proposition 3.  Qzñ is a bounded operator on L"(H) for 1 <p<cc.

[March

Proof. Let e denote a generic element of the o.n. basis of Fand let (X. denote the

conjugate Poisson integral corresponding to e.

fa  IL  TBJf(^y)dnt(y)]nt(z)dtlt

= v'1" j* [J    TtuHyfF(e)(y) dnx(y)j exp ̂ f] dt/t;

for let <f>(y) = (g, TByf) with g in LP'(H), p'=pl(p- 1). If </>()') were a bounded tame

function,

f   <f>(y)F(e)(y) dnt(y) = t112 f    </>(tll2y)F(e)(y) dnx(y).
Jhb Jh„

Since the bounded tame functions are weakly dense in ¿"(F). the desired equality

holds for </>(}') = (g, TByf) and the first assertion holds.

Set s2 = t so that the above integral is

exp
#]

27T-"2 rff    TsBJF(e)(y) dnx(y)
Jo  U/in

Since F(e)(y) is an odd function, this integral is

f, [L T>"jF(c)(y) (i"i(y)]exp [~sf]ds/s-

ds/s,    where p = R1'2.

Thus

Let

Then

QJf) = TT-»2 lim   í        [ f    TtByfF(e)(y) dnx(y)} exp \-f] dt/t.
»-<*> Jim sä LJh„ J L '    J

QRA.f) = T~X2 f        if    TtBJF(e)(y) dnx(y)] exp fc£] «///>.
Jim sr LJh,¡ J L '    J

0(f) = ^-i'2 (^   U( ^ rWB exp [■=£] dtltJF(e)(y) dnx(y).
!HB   U\t\

By Minkowski's integral inequality,

dt/t \F(e)(y)\ dnx(y).IIÔfCOM f   I f       Wexp [-Í
JHbW J\t\iR t   I       J

Set s=t\\By\\ so that

TtByfexp\^-\dtlt

=  f Fiw/exp [-yil8] ¿¡ft   where œ = By\\By\\ ~\
J|ilSBI|B!/ll L < J
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Let/be a bounded continuous tame function. Since the normal distribution on His

orthogonally invariant,

I f     w-, \=em „,„
\J\t\SR\\By\\ L ' J

•■■ f(xx-s, x2,. ..,*„) exp pi
J -oo J -x | J |sl SSIIBi/ll L P

S     S*

ÏP

(*) xexp ["y I'] ¿s/s

= (2n)-í>2r ■■ r if    /(Xi-s,**...,*,)
J-oo J -eo   | J|s| SZÎIIByll

exp

dn(xx) ■ ■ ■ dn(xn)

-(xx-s)2l

2p

xexp
-z2\\By\\

ds/s dxx dn(x2) ■ ■ ■ dn(xn).

Hence to prove that the ||Ö?(/)||P arc uniformly bounded, it suffices to show that

TKfi) = J     /(jr-r)exp [^f2] dt/t

is a uniformly bounded family of operators on F"((-co, co), dx), l<p<co. Let/

be a smooth rapidly decreasing function. Then the Fourier transform frz(fi)(u) of

TKfi) is

2z/(w) j sin (uy) exp [—f-J dy/y.

Let

¿r(u) = J    sin (zzv) exp I—f-1 í/v/f.   '

Then </>r(zz) = f0" sin y exp \-u2z2\y2} dy/y for zv^O and </>,(0) = 0. Now,

p f   |</Sr(zz)|2 du
Jpl2

can be estimated as follows.

r>ru

¿'r(u) =       exp

and

sin y [—t^-J ify/v + exp |-^f-J sin(Mf)/M

a" \1/2       r°°     r-o2z2i z2 / fc       \1/2
|^«/)|2 rfiij     ^ KJo exp [-^#-J J5 (J    w2 ̂")   dy/y+Kp-112 i Kip-112-

Thus p l"pl2 \¿'r(u)\2 du S Kx< co. By Hörmander's Theorem on Fp-multipliers [7],

the T\ form a uniformly bounded family of operators on L"(( — co, co), z/x). Hence

the 2? form a bounded family on L"(H).
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We shall prove that the Qz converge strongly as F tends to infinity. It is sufficient

to show that the T¡ converge strongly as r -» oo. Then two applications of the

dominated convergence theorem show that the Qz converge strongly.

Tl(f)-T°(f) = ± f fix-y) exp fcjî] dy/y.
Jpâ\y\sr L y    J

Let/be continuous with compact support and let a, ß> 1 satisfy l/p= I/a+1//3— 1.

Apply Young's inequality to the above difference to get

\\T¡(f)-n(f)\\p S Uli! y-tdy)110-
\Joa\y\¿r I

The right side of the last inequality tends to zero as p, r tend to infinity. A density

argument completes the proof of the strong convergence of the Tz.

For bounded continuous tame functions/on H

Tteyfexp  —f-  dt/t
UltlSr L   «      J

SK\

where F is a constant which is independent of z, y, and r. Hence by the dominated

convergence theorem,

lim \\Q«(f)-Q°z(f)\\P S f     lim I f Wexp KW| |F(«0O0l<*»iLv).
R.P->» Jhb R.fl-co || JoSKISB L   *      J lip

Use the fact that/is tame to write ||JoS|(|sr TtByfexp [—z2/t2] dt/t ||p as in (*). Since

the Tr(f) are uniformly bounded, we may apply the dominated convergence

theorem to conclude that the Qz(f) converge in LP(H). A density argument

completes the proof.

For/in LP(H), 1 <p < oo, the Qi'Hf) are the conjugate Poisson integrals off.

If one applies the Wiener transform to the operator Q{p on L2(H) one sees that

W(Q?(f)) = í(¡b*1'.)¡~ exP [-zl2\\B*(.)\\~W(f).

Hence, at least in L2(H), Qzn=Pz ° R, where R, is the singular integral operator

R,(f)=    lim     f[f   TtByfF(eJ)(y)dn(y)]dt/t.
0->oo;<HO Jô    Uhb J

These operators have been studied in [1].

Proposition 4. For l<p<oo, Qzi)=Pz ° R, as an operator on LV(H).

Proof. Let e denote a generic element of the basis ex, e2, e3,... of H and let Q

and F be the corresponding operators. Let F be the usual representative of the
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normal distribution which maps to Borel measurable functions on the Wiener

space HB. Let S be a finite dimensional orthogonal projection on H. Set

ßSt/) = lim f [ f   TSByfF(e)(y) dnt(y)]nt(z) dt/t,
zî-oo Jo  VJhb J

Pï(fi) = j" [j   TSyfidntoB-Ky)JNt(z)dtlt,

and

Rs(f)=    lim      f [f    FÍSSJF(F)( v) dn( y)] dt/t.
IHB

We may suppose that/^0. Each of these operators is bounded independently of

S on L"(H).

Let Qíp(f) = il [¡Hb TSByfF(e)(y) dnt(y)]nt(z) dt/t. Let/be a bounded continuous

tame function on H and let V be the orthogonal projection onto the span of e and

the base of/. Let S> V. We shall show that Qfp(f) converges uniformly in S to

QKfi) as p -> co.

\\Qlp(f)-Qf(f)\l è K¡j" Uh  Tt^SByfF(e)(y) dnx(y)] exp [^] */f[

S A f   If 7>W"exp i-fl dt/t\ \F(e)(y)\ dnx(y)
Jhb II Jr t    '    J |p/Ziß

by Fubini's theorem and Minkowski's inequality. Since 5> F and/is based in VH,

Tt1i2sByf=(Ttll2vByf)D1,(-,tll2(S-V)By). For each y in //B the functions on the

right are independent tame functions. The first is based in VH and the second is

based in (S- V)H. The product is based in SH. We write the normal distribution on

SH as a product and apply Minkowski's inequality to get

ÏÏ' TtmSBuf exp pj-j <////1  S j£" F(i-2rBj//exp  ^-] <////

Set zz2 = / and oj= FBv|| F5v|| _1, use the fact that/is tame and based on VH and the

fact that the normal distribution is rotationally invariant. Let l\p= 1/«+ lIß- 1,

a,ß>l and apply Young's inequality. It follows that

\\Qlp(f)-Qltt(f)\\P S K8(p. R)(jH   \\VB)r-^"\F(e)(y)\ <k1(y)^

where 8(p, R) tends to zero as p, R -> oo and where AÏ is independent of S. We may

choose a so that a<2. By Holder's inequality the last integral is dominated by

K(jH ||ray||1-az/«i(>'))1'2. Let Kx denote the kernel of VB. On K{, K5isaone-one

finite dimensional operator into H. So there is a constant C such that ||y| S C\\ VBy\\
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for y in Kx. Write the normal distribution on K{ in polar coordinates; if V is

sufficiently large, dim (Kx)^ 2, the last integral is finite. Thus as r, p -> oo,

IlôfCO-ÔfCOi,
converges to zero uniformly in S when / is a tame function and 5 is sufficiently

large.

Thus if/ is a bounded continuous tame function,

« QÁf)- ÔfCOIIp = I! QÁf)-QpÁf)l+ Il ßSCfl- ßf"(/)l|p+ Il Ôf(/)- ßf(/)llp.
For £>0, there is a p0 such that the first and third terms on the right are each

< e/3 when p^ p0. Fix p^ p0. By the strong continuity of the regular representation

of H acting on LP(H) and by the bounded convergence theorem, the second term

on the right converges to zero as S tends strongly to the identity through the

directed set of finite dimensional projections on H. Hence lims_; Qsz(f) = Qz(f).

Since the bounded continuous tame functions are dense in LP(H), Qz is the strong

limit of the net gf.

A similar argument shows that F is the strong limit of the net Fs [2]. The dom-

inated convergence theorem implies that Pz is the strong limit of the P£.

Let / be a bounded continuous tame function. Then ßf(/) and Ff(Fs(/)) are

tame functions. By taking Wiener transforms (with variance parameter p/2) of each

of these functions we see that ßf(/)=F|(Fs(/)). Since the Qsz, Ff, and Fs are

uniformly bounded in S, we may take the limit in S on each side of this equality.

This gives the conclusion of the proposition.

In what follows we shall consider only the case p = 2. For / in L2(H) we set

U(z)=Pz(f), v,(z)= - Qf(f), V(z) = (vx, v2, v3,...), and F(z) = (U(z), V(z)).

Proposition 5. (d¡dz)U(z) + ^f=x A,v,(z) converges to zero in L2(H). For

i,j= 1, 2, 3,. . . A,vl = Aiv„ and AjU=(d/dz)v¿z).

Proof. We shall first calculate the Wiener transform of v,. By Proposition 4,

v,(z)=-Pz(R,(f)). From §2 we know that W(Pz(f))= W(f) exp [-z/2||F*(-)||].

From [1] we have that W(R,(g))= W(g)[i(B*(-), e,)!**^)!"1]. Thus (d/8z)U(z)

+ 27= i A,v,(z) has Wiener transform

i jirnoiHiwir^i (**(•),*,)*)exp[-z/2||F*(.)||]H/(/).

The first term in this product converges to zero in measure. For each N, this quan-

tity is dominated in absolute value by a constant multiple of |W(/)|. By the

dominated convergence theorem (3/3z) t/(z) + 2f= i A,v,(z) converges to zero in

L2(H).

The other assertions of the proposition follow by taking Wiener transforms.

The vector F(z) = (U(z), V(z)) has |F(z)| = ([/(z)2 + 2f=i v,(z)2)112 in L\H) for

each z and || |F(z)| |]2 = 21'2||F(z)||2. For

■I J v,(z)2) = e(\W(V)\2 2 (B*(-), e,)2\\B*(-
\j = m 1 \ i = m
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2"=m ||ß*(-)ll ~2(B*(-), e¡)2 converges boundedly to zero in measure as «, m -> co.

The dominated convergence theorem implies that F(2"=m u/z)2) converges to

zero as «, m ->- oo. Hence |F(z)| is in L2(H) for each z>0. That || |F(z)| |2 =

21'2||[/(z)||2 follows by taking Wiener transforms in

F(|F(z)|2) = E(U(zf)+ f E(Vj(z)2)
t = i

= E(\W(U)\2) + e(^2(B*(-), e;)2\\B*(-)\\-2\rV(U)\^

= 2E(\W(U)\2) = 2E(U2);

here the dominated convergence theorem is used as above to insure these equalities.

In what follows we shall denote d/dz = A0 and the map U(z)-^- U(z+h) by

(ThU)(z). Set U(z) = v0(z) and AjF(z) = (Ajv0, Apx, Af2,...) for /=0, 1, 2, 3,....

Then \A}F\ and \AfF\ are in L2(H) and || \A¡F\ ||2^const ||/||2 and || \AjF\ ||a

S const ||/|| 2.

Theorem 2. The notation is as established above. If \F(z)\ >0 almost everywhere

for each z>0, Aj\F(z)\=(F(z), AiF(z))\F(z)\-\j=0, 1, 2, 3,.... The second

derivative y42|F(z)| =lim(^0 /-1[FtBei4y|F(z)| —^y|F(z)|] exists in measure. The sum

2f=o ^2|F(z)| converges in measure and the sum is positive almost everywhere.

Proof. For brevity set F(z) = F and TtBe¡ = Tt for the computation of the de-

rivatives.

Stepl. We shall show that lim^0 Hf"1^!^! — |^"i)-|F"| "K^S ̂ F)||a = 0.

Expand the integrand and consider

F = F[|F|-2(F,^F)2-|F|-XF,^F)/-i(r(|FH^I)]

and

IIt = E¡r%T,!iF\-\F\)?-\F\-\F,AW-^Tt\F\-\F\Ü.

First note that Fj|F| = |F(F| almost everywhere. For if F were a vector with finitely

many nonzero components and if each component were a bounded continuous

tame function, this equality would hold. The set of all vectors with finitely many

nonzero components each of which is a bounded continuous tame function is

dense in the set of all square integrable functions from H to l2. Hence the above

equality holds.

It = E[\F\-\F, AiFXlFKKF, A^-rWTtFf-mdTFl + lF])-!)].

\TtF\2-\F\2 = f [T^ + v^tA^ + oit)}
i = 0

where oi(t) = (Ttvi-vi)-tA,vi. Let o(t) = (o0(t), ox(t), o2(t),...). Then

E(\t^o(t)\2) = e(2 [r1(expit/2F(Bei)-l)-i/2F(BeJ)]2\W(vi)\2
\i = 0
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tends to zero by the dominated convergence theorem (using the fact that vt is

a Poisson integral). Thus

/, = E[\F\~2(F, A,F)2-(F, A,F)\F\-\TtF+F, A^^T^ + ^Y^}

+ F[(F(F+F,/-1o(0)(|F(F| + |F|)-1].

Each integrand tends to zero in measure as t -> 0. By the Schwarz inequality, the

first integrand is dominated by an integrable function which is independent of /;

hence the first integral converges to zero as / -> 0. The second integral is dominated

in absolute value by |[f_1|o(0|||2 by the Schwarz inequality and this tends to zero

as / -> 0. Thus lim^o It = 0.

For //( write

//( = F[(|F(F| + |F|)-2(FtF+F, A,F)2- \F\ -\F,A,F)(TtF+F,A,F)(\TtF\ + \F\)^]

+ 2F[(|FiF| + |F|)-2(F(F+F, A,F)(TtF+F, r1**))]

+ E[(TtF+F, r>o(t))2(\TtF\ + \F\)-2]

-E[(\F\-\F,A,F)(\TtF\ + \F\y\TtF+F, t-^t))]

where o(t) is as above. The integrand in the first integral converges to zero in

measure as t tends to zero since Tt is strongly continuous, and this integrand is

dominated by 2\A,F\2. So the first integral tends to zero with t. The second integral

is dominated in absolute value by 2F(|^;F|/"1|o(0|)^F||/_1|o(0| |U which tends to

zero with /. The third integral is dominated by F||i-1|o(/)| |||, as is the last integral,

so that these tend to zero with /. We have calculated the first derivatives of |F|.

StepII. We show that Aj\F\ = \F\-1\A,F\2+\F\-1(F, AjF)-\F\-3(F, A,F)2

and t~l(TtA,\F\-A,\F\) converges in measure to Af\F\ as / tends to zero. (This

difference quotient does not converge in L2(H). It is convenient, however, to

continue to denote the second partial by A2.)

A,\F\ = \F\-1(F,A,F) and TtA,\F\ = \TtF\-\TtF,TtAiF) almost everywhere.

Consider \F\TtA,\F\. Write \F\TtAj\F\-\F\A,\F\=ax(t)+a2(t)+a3(t) where

ax(t)=\F\ \TtF\~\TtF, TtA,F)-(TtF, TtA,F)=\TtF\-\TtF, TtA,F)(\F\-\TtF\).By
Step 1, |F|-|FfF| = -|F|-1(F, A,F)t + o(t) where ||/_1o(0||2 tends to zero as t

tends to zero. So

«i(0 = ft-fF|-V, A,F)]\TtF\'\TtF, T.A^ + oWlTFl-^TF, TtA,F).

a2(t) = (TtF, TtA,F)-(F, TtA,F) = t(A,F, TtA,F) + (o(t), TtA,F)

where o(t) is as in Step I and ||/"1|o(/)|||2 tends to zero with /.

a,(t) = (F, TtA,F)-(F, A,F) = t(F, A2F) + (F, o(t)).

Thus

ll/^lFKF^lFl-^FD-lFl/lflFlll!
< \\t-lai(t)+\F\-2(F,A,F)2\\x+\\t-1a2(t)-\A,F\2\\x + \\t-ia3(t)-(F,A2F)\\x

S I |F|"2(F, A,F)2-\F\-\F, A,F)\TtF\-\TtF, TtA,F)\\x

+ \\rio(t)\TtF\-\TtF, TtA^l+W \A,F\2-(A,F, TtA,F)\\x

+ \\t-\A,F,o(t))\\x+\\t-i(F,o(t))\\x.
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By the Schwarz inequality the first term on the right is dominated by

KiA,\F\-TtAt\F\U

which converges to zero with t because of the strong continuity of the Tt. The

second term is dominated by /£||r-1o(/)||2 and tends to zero with z\ Similar argu-

ments show that the other terms on the right tend to zero with /. This proves

that |F|[F,j4;|F| -A¡\F\]/t converges in L\H) to the desired quantity as t tends to

zero. Since |F| > 0 almost everywhere for each z >0, t~1[TlAj\F\ -Aj\F\] converges

in measure to |F|"1|^F|2+ |F| ~\F, AfF)- \F\~\F, A¡F)2.

Step III. 2"=o-42|F| converges in measure and the sum is positive almost

everywhere.

Notice first that by the conclusion of Step II, \F\Af\F\^(F, AfF) since

|F|"2(F, AiF)2S\AiF\2.

2T=o \AjF\2 converges in L\H). For

(m \ m m        / » \

2 I^MT = 2 f(M;f|2) = 2^2 (M)2 •
l = n I        i = n / = n      \l = 0 /

E((AjVi)2) = i E((B*(-), e¡)2(B*(), ed2\\B*(.)\\~2 exp [-z|5*(.)||]| W(f)\2)

for/,/S L
For z=0,

F(0W) = i E((B*(.), etf exp [-z||2?*(.)||]| W(f)\2).

By the dominated convergence theorem, E(\AjF\2) = \E((B*(-), e,)2\W(U)\2).

As m, « -*■ co, 2r=n L(\AjF\2) converges to zero since

m

2(5*(-),e/)2exp[-z||J8*(.)||]
i = n

converges boundedly to zero in measure.

Since |F| ~2(F, A,F)2S \A,F\2, 2T=o \P\ ~2(P A,F)2 converges in L\H).

lT=o (F, AfF) converges in L\H). For

f(| 2(F,^2F)|) = f(|(f, J>af)|) = f(|F|| 2^2f|)

^|||||F|||2|2^f||.
II \l = n \h

m 112 /oo/m \2\//m \2\ I    m \

2 AfF     = E   2 (lAjvA )E     2 AfvA ) = E   2 Afv^v-)
i = n h \i = 0   \i = n II        \\i = n 11 \l.k = n I

= YdE{% (Ä*(-),^)2(5*(.),<?,)2(F*(.),e,)2||Ä*(.)||-2exp[-z||Ä*(.)||]|fF(/)|2)

when fs£ 1 and

f(( 2 A>°)2) = Jê E( |  (ß*(')> ̂ )2(**(-)' •& exp [-z||5*(-)||]| IF(/)|2).
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E(   | A?F 'j = lE(.f=  (B*(-),e,)2(B*(),ek)2exp [-z||fi*(.)||]| lf(/)|2).

m

2  (**(•), e,)2(B*(-), ek)2 exp [-z||F*(-)||] S \\B*(-)V <*P [-z|**(-)lll
i.k = n

and this sum converges boundedly and in measure to zero as «, m tend to infinity.

Hence 2f=o (F, A,F) converges in L}(H).

Hence 2f=o |F|/42|F| converges in Ll(H) and 2f=o Af\F\ converges in measure.

Since 2f=o |F|/42|F|^2r=o (F, AjF) and since each component f of F satisfies

2í°=o A2v = 0, the right side of the last inequality converges to zero in F:(F). We

know from above that 2f=o (F, A2F) converges in F^//). Consider

t (F, ̂ F) = (f, 2 ^2f)
1=0 \       i=0 I

and

;(h?/H)S HIFI 2^2f
i = o

Consider

||      n 2 /  oo      /   n \ 2\

2^   =*(2 2(^)   •
II    i = 0 2 \i = 0   \;' = 0 /    /

xexp[-z!|F*(.)||](F*(-),ei)2||F*(-)| ^(/)|2]

for fä 1 and

£((|/^o)2) =f[(^^- |i(Ä*(),^)a)exp[-rlJB»(.)||]|ir(/)|5

By the dominated convergence theorem

r/|lg*(.MIa
î «r r - 2Ef(iqot- î ^T «p i-.i«souí»w1.
y=o lb L\     * i-i        *       / J

^_|™_yexp[_zls '(•)U

converges boundedly and in measure to zero. Hence || |2?=o ^?F| ||1 converges to

zero as n tends to infinity. Hence 2/°=o (F AjF) converges to zero in Ll(H) and

2f=o A2\F\^0 almost everywhere.

Remark 1. Iff is nonnegative and somewhere positive, Pz(f) is positive almost

everywhere and |F| is positive almost everywhere.
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Remark 2. An argument similar to that given above shows that if c7(z)

= ((8/dz)U, Axvx, A2v2, A3v3,...) and if |G(z)| >0 almost everywhere forz>0, the

sum (82¡8z2)\G(z)\ + JJ=x Af\G(z)\ converges in measure and is positive almost

everywhere.
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